The Society for Women in Philosophy Switzerland Presents:

NETWORKING CONFERENCE

23–24 NOVEMBER, 2018

Friday

09:30–10:00  Registration & Coffee
10:00–10:15  Welcome
10:15–11:00  Angelika Krebs
              Das Weltbild der Igel
11:15–12:00  Katrin Meyer
              Demokratie, Nation und das Frauenstimmrecht
13:45–14:30  Anne Meylan
              In Defence of the Pragmatist Solution to Cases of Doxastic Divergence
14:35–15:20  Samia Hurst
              Vulnerability
15:35–16:20  Patricia Purtschert
              Decolonizing Gender
16:25–17:10  Nadja El Kassar
              Symptoms of Ignorance
17:10–20:00  Networking Apéro and Poster Exhibition

Saturday

10:00–10:15  Registration & Coffee
10:15–11:00  Katerina Ierodiakonou
              Studying Ancient Philosophy in the 21st Century
11:15–12:00  Simone Zurbuchen
              La famille, un sujet négligé de la philosophie politique
12:05–12:50  Anna Goppel
              Friendship and Reasons: How Personal Relationships Impact the Normative Relevance of the Good Life
14:15–15:00  Christine Abbt
              „Fremd- und Vieltun’. Zur Verwirklichung demokratischer Freiheit
15:15–16:00  Angela Martin
              On What We Owe to Animals
16:05–16:50  Federica Gregoratto
              Erotic Love as Freedom

All lectures will take place at Unitobler, Room F023, Lerchenweg 36, 3012 Bern

Please register for the conference by the 31st of October at swip.switzerland@gmail.com
For more information please visit: swip.unibe.ch/events

Supported by the Office for Gender Equality (AFG) and the Interdisciplinary Postgraduate Research Network (IFN) of the University of Bern